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Any additions or alterations to the Construction Traffic Management Plan arising during the course
of the Project are to be documented and attached to this Plan.
In June 2014 the Construction
Traffic Management Plan was revised to incorporate the construction activities associated with the
National War Memorial Park. In the event of subsequent changes in construction activity, this
Construction Traffic Management Plan will be reviewed and amended as required.
Certification of an amended Construction Traffic Management Plan shall be required upon major
changes of construction phasing or activity which affects how traffic management is managed, to
ensure the Construction Traffic Management Plan remains consistent with the conditions of the
National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012.
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INTRODUCTION
This Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) has been prepared to identify and
outline the manner in which construction traffic will be managed to ensure the safe and
efficient performance of the road network, to minimise adverse effects on the existing
community arising from construction traffic, and to provide the community with
information about specific management methods to be employed during construction of
the Buckle Street Underpass (Underpass) and National War Memorial Park (Memorial Park).

1.1

Scope of Construction Traffic Management Plan
This CTMP covers the various parts of the site, phases of construction, levels of
construction activity, traffic impacts and the traffic management requirements associated
with construction of the Underpass, Memorial Park and operation of the State Highway 1
(SH1) diversion section of public road, between Sussex Street and Taranaki Street. This
includes the intersections of the SH1 diversion road with Tory Street and Taranaki Street,
and the improvements to the local road network required to support the Underpass and
Memorial Park construction
elements of
the Inner City Bypass optimisation. The Basin Reserve Bridge is also excluded.
Manuals used for guidance in developing this CTMP, and specifically for compliance of site
specific temporary traffic management plans
de
and Markings (MOTSAM) and Austroads Guides to Road Design and Traffic Management.

1.2

Legislative Requirements for Construction Traffic
Management Plan
Preparation of a CTMP for the Underpass and Memorial Park construction activities is
required by the National War Memorial Park (Pukeahu) Empowering Act 2012 (the Act),
within conditions NZTA 14-18 of Schedule 3, Part 2 Conditions applying to exercise of
designation; Traffic Management and Roading Construction, Pages 67-69
This CTMP aims to address all of the potential traffic effects specified within the Act for the
duration of the Underpass and Memorial Park construction activities. A copy of the
conditions from the Act relevant to construction traffic management is included as
Appendix A.

1.3

Construction Traffic Management Plan Objectives
The objectives of this CTMP are to:


Ensure the specific requirements of Acts, Regulations, Bylaws and Consent
Conditions in relation to construction traffic are adhered to;



Detail the location, nature and duration of traffic associated with the Underpass and
Memorial Park construction projects;



Outline methods to provide clear and timely communication with the community and
any directly affected property owners over planned construction activities and
associated traffic effects;



Outline methods to ensure the effects on the level of service of general road users
and restrictions on on-street parking are minimised, and safe and clearly defined
pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle routes are maintained;



Outline methods to ensure that potential impacts upon the physical conditions of any
public roads are minimised and are in accordance with Road Controlling Authority
(RCA) and community expectations;
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Outline methods to ensure that any potential nuisance effects (traffic delays, dust,
noise etc.) of construction traffic are minimised;



Outline methods to ensure that any potential health and safety/security effects of
construction traffic upon both the public and site staff are minimised;



Outline methods to ensure that construction staff are aware of all potential traffic
effects and that traffic management requirements are successfully implemented; and



Outline recording and monitoring procedures to ensure that any potential additional
construction traffic effects are identified and responded to accordingly.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Implementation of the traffic management requirements outlined within this plan will be
the responsibility of all site staff. In this respect site staff will be required to undertake site
induction and attend weekly toolbox meetings, which will include education of the
potential traffic issues and required management protocols outlined within this plan.
Figure 1 shows a project team structure detailing the roles and responsibilities for traffic
management for the project (including external consultation, TMP approvals and audits).
Overall traffic management on site will be the responsibility of:

3



Ryan Dunn , Traffic Engineer, 027 478 6753; and



Tom Mabelson, Temporary Traffic Management Engineer.

CONSULTATION
This CTMP has been prepared in consultation with the named parties in Condition NZTA 16
of Schedule 3, Part 2, including:


The Road Asset Manager of the Wellington City Council (or his/her nominee);



Emergency services (Police, fire and ambulance);



Massey University;



New Zealand Defence Force;



The owners of the former Mt Cook Police Barracks, 13 Buckle Street;



Tasman Garden Body Corporate;



Wellington Tenths Trust and Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust;



Mt Cook School; and



Wellington High School.

The schools, childcare centres, and any other educational activities consulted include Mt
Cook School, Wellington High School and Massey University, being the only facilities of this
type having frontage or access to roads affected by the Project.
Access provisions for facilities on Old Buckle Street, signage, and parking areas have all
been amended in response to issues raised during consultation. Specific comments and
inputs received are addressed at stakeholder meetings. Records of these are contained in
Appendix B.
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Consultation between the project team and the above parties will continue throughout the
construction phase of the Project and include advance notice of any potential major traffic
disruptions or effects on access routes (pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular). This will include
direct contact by phone, email or meeting, as well as more general letter drops. In
addition, newspaper advertising and signage will continue to be used. Refer to Section 4.11
for details of the communications process.

Figure 1: Project Traffic Management Responsibilities
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

4.1

Site Access

4.1.1

Underpass

Buckle Street Underpass &
National War Memorial Park

State Highway 1 (SH1) in the vicinity of Buckle Street is to be re-aligned through an
Underpass below the planned National War Memorial Park. While the Underpass is being
constructed, roughly in the location of the current alignment of Buckle Street, traffic will
follow a temporary alignment along a SH1 diversion road. This SH1 diversion road will be
located to the north of the current alignment for the duration of the Underpass
construction, at which point traffic will revert into the Underpass and the SH1 diversion
road dismantled for the creation of the Memorial Park.
The SH1 diversion road will start at Sussex Street on the Basin Reserve and be back on the
alignment of the previous SH1 at Taranaki Street. The road maintains two westbound
lanes, widening to three lanes at the intersections of Tory Street and Taranaki Street to
accommodate right turns separate from through traffic.
The connection from Tory Street to Tasman Street will be severed during construction, and
the vehicular link from the Basin Reserve (Sussex Street) to Buckle Street will also be
removed. Once the Underpass is open, Tasman Street will be re-connected to Tory Street.
Access to the Mt Cook Barracks, Massey University, the National War Memorial and the
Defence buildings will be maintained via Buckle Street. This road is meant for access to
these sites and will only carry a small proportion of the through traffic which previously
used Buckle Street. Tasman Street and Buckle Street can be accessed from Rugby Street.
Through creation of the SH1 diversion road and maintaining access to Buckle Street from
Tasman Street, construction of the Underpass is able to take place within a construction
site completely separate from general traffic, occupying the space that previously
accommodated SH1. This separation from general traffic provides the safest and fastest
way to construct the Underpass.
Drawings UND-14-938 to 940 shows the indicative site layout relative to the SH1 diversion
road, and examples of how construction vehicles will typically access the site for various
phases of construction. Construction is to start at the Taranaki Street end, with excavation
and construction of temporary retaining walls progressing east, followed by construction of
the concrete floor, walls, then roof of the Underpass following behind. Construction of the
east and west trenches will tie in to the existing road network and allow traffic through the
completed Underpass on completion, due October 2014.
Construction vehicles will enter the site from the SH1 diversion road travelling either via the
Basin Reserve (Vivian Street / Kent Terrace / Basin Reserve) or Tory Street. Truck and
trailer access via Tory Street is to be restricted. A large proportion of exiting vehicles will
be travelling to the Southern Landfill in Happy Valley via the SH1 diversion road / Arthur
Street / Karo Drive / Victoria Street / Brooklyn Road / Ohiro Road.
Up to seven site access gates will be created along the SH1 diversion road, although only
two or three will be in use at a time, dependant on the position of cranes and machinery
on-site. An internal haul road allows construction vehicles to manoeuvre through the site.
On the southern side of the construction area, two site access gates will be created on
Buckle Street. Located near the Tasman Street intersection and at the National War
Memorial access road, these gates will be accessed via Tasman Street and Rugby Street.
Site access points will be supervised to ensure incoming vehicles comply with safety and
other requirements, and that vehicles exit safely. To assist with safe exits along the SH1
diversion road, an active warning sign has been installed west of the Tory Street
linked to the Tory Street traffic signals, and is operated from the construction site by
Memorial Park Alliance/ UND-04-CON-MP Construction Traffic Management Plan Rev 2/ 16 June 2014
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manual traffic control personnel. Upon arrival of an exiting site vehicle, the traffic
controller will activate the warning system whilst holding the vehicle on-site. The traffic
signals at the Tory Street intersection will then impart an extended all red period prior to
the Tory Street phase, allowing a gap in the traffic for the controller to safely guide the site
vehicle out onto SH1. Traffic approaching from Tory Street are warned of the heavy vehicle
exiting site by flashing amber signals above and below a truck crossing sign.
On public roads, construction traffic is to comply with the posted speed limit. An approved
site specific TTMP will impose a 30km/h temporary speed limit on Buckle Street and
Tasman Street. Separate from this but not signposted, truck drivers have been advised to
restrict speed to 30km/h along Tory Street in the vicinity of the work site and Mt Cook
School.
4.1.2

Memorial Park
Construction of the Memorial Park is to be complete in time for the centenary ANZAC Day
commemorations in April 2015. To complete construction within this timeframe, some
early phases of the Memorial Park construction will run concurrently with the final stages of
construction of the Underpass.
Drawing MP-01-943 shows the indicative site layout for the Memorial Park construction
phasing relative to the Underpass and SH1 diversion road. Construction is to begin on the
northern areas of site, and Buckle Street in front of the National War Memorial, marked
Phase A. Construction in those northern areas is able to take place within a construction
site separate from traffic and pedestrian/cyclist paths, occupying the space that previously
accommodated parking areas for Mt Cook School and Te Papa archives. Construction
vehicle access to these areas will be gained from Tory Street, travelling via the same SH1
diversion route as the Underpass traffic, or from Martin Square via Taranaki Street. The
access via Martin Square is to be restricted to low volumes.
During construction works on Buckle Street, public vehicle access will be maintained to the
Mt Cook Barracks, Massey University, the National War Memorial and the Defence buildings
via Tasman Street and Buckle Street, similar to the Underpass construction phasing
described above. Works in this area will be staged so continued vehicle access will be
provided along temporary traffic routes on Buckle Street, managed by on-site manual
traffic controllers. Upon completion of the works on Buckle Street, access through to the
Taranaki Street intersection could be established once more.
Once the Underpass is opened to traffic in October 2014, the temporary SH1 diversion road
will be closed and construction of the remainder of the Memorial Park shown in the Phase D
areas will commence. This includes construction in the areas above the Underpass, the reestablishment of the Tory Street and Tasman Street link, and the area previously occupied
by the SH1 diversion road. Site access for Phase D of the Memorial Park construction will
be gained from up to four areas from Tory Street, Tasman Street, Taranaki Street and the
Sussex St entry to the SH1 diversion road.
The closure of the SH1 diversion road will prevent traffic access from Tory Street to SH1.
Further information on this is detailed in Section 4.6 of this report. The opportunity to
provide the north-south vehicle connection between Tory Street and Tasman Street during
construction will be investigated and may be feasible with traffic management depending
upon the extent of planned construction activities.
The proposed access arrangements for all Memorial Park construction phases are shown on
drawing MP-01-943.
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Minimising Construction Traffic
The construction methods and site access protocols to be employed on site are critical for
minimising potential traffic impacts on the surrounding roading network. Measures
proposed on site to minimise construction traffic are described as follows:

4.3



On-site parking will be reserved only for those vehicles that need to travel to and
from the site daily, with other staff encouraged to use public transport, walk or cycle.
Travel arrangements will be monitored to minimise single staff vehicle trips to site;



Excavated waste material will predominately be transported on truck and trailer units;



The internal northern haul road and once the Underpass is open, the space afforded
by the closure of the SH1 diversion road, will allow construction vehicles to
manoeuvre throughout the site without need to use the public road network.

Signage
A comprehensive on-road signage scheme is to assist the control of traffic flows around
the construction area. Four types of signage are proposed:


Regulatory signage (i.e. give-way, one-way);



Guide signs (i.e. intersection direction signs);



Permanent warning signs (i.e. school crossing); and



Temporary traffic management signage (i.e. trucks crossing, new road layout,
pedestrian/cyclist signage)

In this regard, Appendix C shows the location and form of each sign proposed for the
Underpass construction phase.
Regulatory, guide and permanent warning signs will be constructed and erected in
accordance with the NZTA Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings (MOTSAM).
Upon completion of construction and with traffic travelling through the Underpass, the onroad signage scheme will be amended to reflect the new travel routes. This will involve
removal of temporary traffic management signage, and repositioning and removal of some
of the guide and regulatory signage which related to the use of the SH1 diversion road.
Signage requirements for the construction of the Memorial Park will focus on the Tory
Street and Tasman Street areas. Tory Street in particular will require signage to reflect the
change in access to SH1, the detail of which would be covered in the detail of a temporary
traffic management plan. Temporary traffic signage shown in Appendix C for Tory Street
and Tasman Street access would remain during Memorial Park construction.

4.4

Temporary Traffic Management Plans
The duration and scale of the Project means Temporary Traffic Management Plans (
)
may be implemented for periods ranging from a few minutes to the full duration of the
procedures to be implemented to ensure safety of both the public and site staff is
maintained throughout the duration of each construction activity. Each site specific TTMP
will be prepared to ensure construction activities are efficiently conducted using an
approved methodology, with approved mitigation measures in place.
Construction of the Underpass and elements of the Memorial Park are contained within a
construction site separate from general traffic, as described in Section 4.1. As such there
will not be a unique TTMP for every construction phase, and the intersections of the SH1
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diversion road with Arterial Roads of Taranaki Street and Tory Street are not covered by
roads. One such construction phase which will require a long-term TTMP is the period
between when the Underpass is open to traffic and completion of construction of the Tory
Street to Tasman Street link through Memorial Park, which requires the closure of Tory
Street at the southern end. The TTMP for this activity would set out the alternative routes
for those road users who previously used Tory Street to access SH1, signage, delay
calculations for alternative routes, public consultation and duration of works, expected to
be approximately four months to February 2015.
Where appropriate,
A generic TTMP can be issued for longterm repetitive activities at similar locations on the road network. For example, a generic
site access TTMP is to be prepared for this project, specifying how construction vehicles are
to access the site via the SH1 diversion road.
Alliance to the appropriate requiring authority for approval prior to the works commencing.
Each TTMP will describe the nature and extent of temporary traffic management at the
work site, access provisions, types of vehicles, and how road users (including pedestrians
and cyclists) will be managed by the use of temporary traffic management measures. An
example of a site specific TTMP is attached in Appendix D.
For the State Highway carriageway and footpath within 1m of the kerb, MWH New Zealand
Ltd (MWH) is the approving authority on behalf of NZTA. For all local roads and footpaths
(including those on a State Highway beyond 1m of the kerb) Wellington City Council (WCC)
are the approving authority. The Wellington Traffic Operations Centre (WTOC) will be
informed before and immediately after completion of temporary works on the State
Highway, and both MWH and WCC will be consulted on traffic management matters
through monthly meetings, with key issues to be raised earlier as appropriate.
Temporary traffic management plans will comply with the NZTA Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (COPTTM). The signs and traffic control are temporary in
nature and will be managed by the Temporary Traffic Management Engineer and Traffic
Controllers. A Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS) will be on-site at all times when
traffic management is in place and will undertake daily inspections and random audits of
temporary traffic signage to ensure it is safe and complies with the approved traffic
management plans. An independent traffic management auditor will undertake monthly
random audits of active traffic management installations and report back to the Temporary
Traffic Management Engineer and Traffic Leader with COPTTM site condition rating reports
and suggestions for improvement.
Temporary traffic management signs are generally black text on orange background and
are intended to convey information with respect to the Underpass and Memorial Park
construction, and state the main requirements with respect to traffic controls and
diversions in place. These signs will be removed at the end of construction of the
Underpass and Memorial Park.
All traffic management plans will take account of:


Council and NZTA COPTTM requirements;


Road Design and Traffic Management


Specific requirements of this plan;



Site specific details;



Business and residential driveways;



Other road users such as pedestrians, cyclists and mobility impaired users:
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Contingency plans; and



Weather or emergency related risks

A 30km/h temporary speed limit will be in place on Buckle Street and Tasman Street to
encourage lower traffic speeds. This will also help ingrain the slow speed behaviour
sought for this environment once the Memorial Park is complete.

4.5

Timing & Construction Traffic Volumes
The table below shows an outline programme for construction of the Underpass and
Memorial Park. This will be updated as the construction methodology is refined. The
anticipated Underpass construction duration is 510 days and 230 days for Memorial Park.
Underpass Construction Phase

Duration (Days)

Start Date

Completion
Date

Temporary Road Construction

80

1 Oct 2012

25 Jan 2013

Site Available - Environmental
Controls & Archaeological
Investigation

75

25 Jan 2013

15 May 2013

Construct Haul Road

25

25 Mar 2013

01 May 2013

Temporary Works Installations
(Retaining Walls)

58

10 May 2013

30 July 2013

Excavation & Ground Anchors

86

25 June 2013

23 Oct 2013

Drainage Works

225

30 Aug 2013

23 July 2014

Underpass Structure (Piling, Floor,
Walls, Roof)

250

12 Sep 2013

08 Sep 2014

Mechanical & Electrical Services

220

11 Nov 2013

29 Sep 2014

Pavement

40

04 Aug 2014

29 Sep 2014

Traffic Services i.e. signals, signage,
line marking

35

19 Aug 2014

06 Oct 2014

Hand Over & Completion (including
Testing & Commissioning)

35

8 Sep 2014

14 Oct 2014

14 Oct 2014

Underpass Open to Traffic
Total

510

1 Oct 2012
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Duration (Days)

Start Date

Completion Date

180

1May 2014

14 January 2015

136

5 May 2014

12 November 2014

125

14 July 2014

15 January 2015

115

14 October 2014

31 March 2015

90

5 November 2014

24 March 2015

230

1 May 2014

31 March 2015

Phase A
-

North Lane West

-

North Lane East

-

Central Space

Phase B
-

South Lane West

Phase C
-

Tasman Street

-

South Lane East

Phase D
-

East Terraces

-

West Terraces

-

Ceremonial Grounds

-

Tory Street

Australian War Memorial
Total

Both the Underpass and Memorial Park construction areas will largely be separated from
general traffic, construction machinery such as cranes, excavators, piling rigs etc. will be
delivered to and remain within the construction site. Therefore, the typical daily traffic
generated to and from site on public roads is related to the delivery of materials or labour
(such as delivery of people, construction materials and removal of excavated material).
Various sections of the road network will experience more construction traffic than others,
with vehicles entering site from the SH1 diversion road travelling via the Basin Reserve
(Vivian Street / Kent Terrace / Basin Reserve) or Tory Street. Truck and trailer access via
Tory Street is to be restricted.
A large proportion of exiting vehicles will be travelling to the Southern Landfill in Happy
Valley during the excavation phase of the Underpass construction; via the SH1 diversion
road / Arthur Street / Karo Drive / Victoria Street / Brooklyn Road / Ohiro Road. Later
phases will see exiting vehicles predominately using the SH1 routes.
The most noticeable period of traffic generation will be during the excavation stage when
an average of 40 truck and trailer loads of material will be removed each day. These equate
to 80 truck and trailer movements, and will be accompanied by around 100 other truck
trips (mostly single unit trucks with a wide range of sizes) each day. The daily traffic
volumes will fluctuate depending on the phase of the construction activities and weather
conditions. Total car and Ute movements are not generally expected to exceed 200 trips
per day.
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The rate of departure of the truck and trailer loads during the excavation phase is
dependent on the rate of excavation of material on-site. The construction programme has
informed the anticipated rate of extraction and therefore the anticipated number of 40
truck and trailer loads of material to be transported each day. With a consistent departure
rate from site throughout the day, the project will contribute approximately one truck and
trailer load leaving site towards Happy Valley cleanfill every 15-20 minutes, including
during peak hour commuter traffic periods. This phase of construction is programmed to
be complete late October 2013.
The Memorial Park construction will predominately see the delivery of materials such as
pre-cast panels, imported fill, paving and concrete, landscaping and street furniture. As
detailed in Section 4.1.2 of this report, construction vehicle access will be gained from Tory
Street, Tasman Street, Martin Square (restricted to low volumes), and upon closure of the
SH1 diversion road, Taranaki Street and Sussex St. Construction traffic generation related
to the Memorial Park construction will average some 20 heavy vehicle loads each day. This
equates to 40 heavy vehicle movements, and will be accompanied by a similar number of
other vehicle trips as the Underpass construction phase, with increased periods of vehicle
movements expected during delivery of imported fill material,
The management of vehicle trips to and from site come under the control of the Temporary
Traffic Management Engineer and site Traffic Controllers, following the procedures set out
in the generic traffic management plan for site access. Gatemen will be stationed on active
site access gates at all times to safely control the movement of construction vehicles
between site and public roads, as detailed in Section 4.1 above.
Standard hours of work will be 7:00am to 5:30pm weekdays and 7:00am to 3:00pm
Saturdays. Night works will also occur as required, with works generally scaling down due
to noise requirements between 11:00pm and 6:00am.

4.6

Alternative Vehicle Routes

4.6.1

Underpass
With the closure of Tasman Street at the Buckle street end, and Buckle Street between the
National War Memorial/Massey University and Taranaki Street, motorists will be required to
take alternative routes around the construction site to reach destinations further afield.
Mostly affected will be motorists who usually use the Tory Street to Tasman Street and
Buckle Street to Taranaki Street routes, who will now be directed along alternative routes as
detailed in the diagram shown in Appendix E
In terms of the capacity of the proposed alternative routes and their ability to carry the
additional re-routed traffic, Paramics micro-simulation traffic modelling was undertaken of
the construction phase road network to determine the capacity constraints and travel time
effects of the construction works, and inform selection of the most appropriate alternative
routes. A comprehensive publicity drive will inform motorists of the recommended
alternative routes, which predominately make use of the State Highway and Collector roads,
which have ample capacity to accommodate diverted traffic, and provide for the shortest
and most convenient detours which are reasonably practicable to provide, having regards
to safety and efficiency.
The results of the Paramics modelling showed an increase in the average travel time across
the modelled road network of 4 and 5 seconds/vehicle in the morning and evening peak
periods respectively. This includes delay to otherwise unaffected traffic in the area
resulting from extra traffic on the alternative routes. However, this change will not
generally be noticeable except to the diverting vehicles themselves, and does not change
the current road Levels of Service. The capacity and travel time for motorists using the SH1
diversion road is essentially unchanged, as the road typically follows the previous
alignment and has no reduction in lanes.
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The noticeable delays will be on the following alternative routes:


Massey University to Taranaki Street (via Tasman Street, Rugby Street, Sussex Street,
SH1 diversion road)
1 ½ to 2 ½ minutes extra; and



Vivian Street to Tasman Street and Massey University (via Kent Terrace, Basin Reserve
and Rugby Street)
2 to 3 ½ minutes extra.

Careful consideration of how this increase in travel time could be minimised included
options such as installation of a bailey bridge across the Tory Street / Tasman Street link,
keeping a pedestrian route open through the site, and shortening the construction period
to minimise the time roads are closed/diverted. None of the options investigated were
considered feasible.
During the initial phases of construction, left turn traffic from the SH1 diversion road to
Taranaki St was restricted, resulting in short diversions for traffic destined for Taranaki St
via Haining Street and Buckle Street. The restriction on left turning traffic from the SH1
diversion road to Taranaki Street has since been removed, coinciding with a long term
closure of the section of Buckle Street between the National War Memorial/Massey
University and Taranaki Street.
As a result of allowing the left turn from the SH1 diversion road, the operational
performance of Haining Street and Tory Street has subsequently returned to preconstruction levels. Traffic that utilises the SH1 diversion road / Taranaki Street route to
Mt Cook, and then via Bidwell Street / Brooklyn Road to Brooklyn will now experience less
travel time delay compared to the previous route that required travel via Arthur St / Victoria
Street / Willis Street. Through traffic has also been removed from Tasman Street and
Buckle Street, which now caters for local access to Massey University, the National War
Memorial, local business and residents only.
Traffic which previously accessed Taranaki Street via Buckle Street, is now required to
divert via Rugby Street and Sussex Street, slightly increasing the volumes on the SH1
diversion road. The relatively low volume of traffic diverting via this route is not
considered to change the current SH1 Level of Service. The operational performance of the
SH1 route is to be monitored monthly using GPS travel time data, and immediately
following any significant changes to the traffic management arrangements surrounding the
site and if required, measures identified, and implemented to prevent significant
congestion.
There are no public bus routes through the affected sections of Buckle Street, Tory Street
and Tasman Street. Public bus routes on Taranaki Street and between Cambridge/Kent
Terrace and Adelaide Road do not require diversions, however may encounter minimal
increases in journey times on the road network as a result of the construction works.
Buses will still able to utilise Buckle Street to access the National War Memorial and Massey
University campus via the alternative route of Rugby Street and Tasman Street. Options for
accommodating buses in this location or via alternative routes elsewhere will be
consistently reviewed in consultation with GWRC and bus companies.
4.6.2

Memorial Park
Construction of the Memorial Park will begin in May 2014, initially at Buckle Street (south of
the Underpass) and the Tory Street/Martin Square connection (north of the Underpass).
During these works there would be no change to the alternative vehicle routes described
above, with diversions in place for traffic travelling between Tory Street to Tasman Street.
In order to complete the construction of the Underpass (at the west end adjacent to
Taranaki Street) the SH1 diversion road approach to Taranaki Street is being realigned.
This will not require any vehicle alternatives and will result in no change to the
performance of the road network.
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Once the Underpass is opened, expected early October 2014, the temporary SH1diversion
road would be closed, preventing vehicle access from Tory Street to SH1. Traffic that
would normally turn right onto SH1 from Tory Street will instead be diverted via Haining
Street and Taranaki Street where it can turn right onto SH1 as detailed in Appendix E.
Road diversion and closure signage will be positioned at Tory Street. As part of the ICB
improvements an additional right turn lane is proposed from Taranaki Street into Arthur
Street. The potential to implement this lane prior to the Tory Street closure is being
investigated in order to provide additional capacity and mitigate the effects of the road
closure and diverting traffic.
The closure of Tory Street at the Buckle Street end was previously required for several
months from September 2012 to facilitate construction of the temporary SH1 diversion
road. Traffic modelling identified that the road closure would result in minor traffic travel
time increases of some 3-4 seconds in the morning peak, and some 30 seconds in the
evening peak associated with diverting traffic. During this time, Haining Street operated
satisfactorily with a maximum observed queue length at the Taranaki Street intersection of
five vehicles. The operational performance of Haining Street will be monitored bi-monthly
during peak traffic periods, and immediately following any significant changes to the traffic
management arrangements surrounding the site and if required, measures identified, and
implemented to prevent significant congestion.

4.7

Special Events & Emergencies
Consultation with the parties named in Section 3, and the Construction Traffic Coordination
Group (Section 4.11) of this report will identify any planned events such as road works,
parades, sports events, including those outside the immediate project area that will have an
effect on the project works, particularly the temporary traffic management and alternative
routes identified above. The TTM Engineer, STMS and TC will react and respond as
necessary to such events, and implement or remove temporary traffic management as
necessary in coIn the event of a crash or significant incident
site staff will provide immediate assistance and where necessary, contact the relevant
emergency services. Full support to those organisations will be provided to manage traffic
whilst the incident is being brought under control.
Any new detour route required as a result of any temporal effects will be analysed in
advance with the use of the Paramics model to determine link capacity and therefore its
effectiveness as an alternative traffic route before approval is gained for its use by the RCA.

4.8

Existing Property Access
Existing vehicle access to adjacent properties and businesses has been maintained,
achieving access via alternative routes in some instances. For example, property accesses
on Tory Street and Tasman Street remain unchanged, and access to Massey University, the
National War Memorial and the businesses on the southern side of the construction area is
maintained via Buckle Street, although for some users, these destinations require use of
the alternative routes detailed above. Access to Mt Cook School on the northern side of the
construction area is achieved through construction of a new driveway access on Tory
Street. Any temporary changes in property access will be discussed with the occupant prior
to the start of any works which may affect their access.

4.9

Safety
A detailed design Road Safety Audit has been undertaken of the enabling works, which
identified some safety issues relevant to the detour routes detailed above. These issues
included:


Provision of diversion signage for the network changes as a result of the construction
area;



Use of Buckle Street as a diversion route during construction; and
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Safe provision for eastbound pedestrian and cyclists to cross Sussex Street

The Alliance has incorporated mitigation measures into the design to satisfy these issues,
such as:


Development of a comprehensive signage plan to provide clear and repeated
directions to drivers for the alternative routes required (attached in Appendix C); and



Addition of a signalised pedestrian/cyclist crossing on Sussex Street, in line with the
existing pathway

As discussed in Section 4.6 above, Buckle Street is no longer used as a diversion route to
Taranaki Street.
There are no known safety issues associated with the proposed alternative vehicle routes,
and the amount of additional traffic on these routes is not considered to generate any
additional safety concerns. The intersection of Rugby Street / Sussex Street has been
upgraded by the Alliance to improve pedestrian and driver safety for those vehicles
required to divert during construction, and with a view to the long-term vehicle routes
once the Underpass is open.
D
deter vehicles turning the wrong way down one-way streets. The signage plan attached in
Appendix C details the signage placed in response to this safety risk.
The safety performance of these routes will be monitored throughout the construction
period.
Perimeter site screening is not proposed, allowing road users a passing view of
construction activities on-site. Site screens are however available should monitoring
indicate any related safety issues.

4.10

Cyclist, Pedestrian and Mobility Impaired Accessibility

4.10.1

Underpass
Footpaths will be maintained on the far side of each road surrounding the construction
site. A 3.7m wide shared path along the northern side of the SH1 diversion road
(connecting with the existing shared path on Arthur Street west of the site) and 2.5m
shared path along the southern side of Buckle Street surrounding the construction site will
accommodate both pedestrians and off-road cyclists.
Construction works will require temporary changes in the position of the footpath,
particularly along Buckle Street. The pedestrian routes will be actively managed by traffic
management personnel to ensure temporary footpaths have sufficient width and fencing is
continuously provided along the site construction perimeter.
Signage will clearly define identified pedestrian and cyclist access routes on the roads and
footpaths adjacent to the construction works.
The details of which are shown in
Appendix F. Traffic management personnel will be located at key locations around the
construction site to direct pedestrians.
Temporary ramps will bridge any changes in surface level to prevent tripping, and
pedestrian bridges and/or steel plates will provide direct access over any trenches to
ensure the safest and most direct routes for users are promoted and maintained.
Pedestrian paths and crossings will be provided in accordance with Council and NZ
standards for ease of use by the mobility impaired. Prior to any changes in the footpath
network, information will be disseminated to affected parties such as the Royal New
Zealand Foundation for the Blind and Disability Action Services.
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A new signalised pedestrian crossing on Sussex Street will be provided to maintain a safe
and clearly identified route for those people travelling between Cambridge Terrace and
Massey University, the National War Memorial and Tasman Street. This crossing also
provides the shortest detour route for those people that travel between Tasman Street and
Tory Street, who will now have to cross Sussex Street to access either road via the SH1
diversion road. This route is the shortest and most convenient for pedestrians and cyclists
along desire lines between these areas, and the signalisation of the crossing ensures the
safe progression of these users across the two lanes of approaching traffic on Sussex
Street.
The standard of access will be monitored throughout construction with regular inspections
involving walking, cycling and navigating a wheelchair through the area. Random monthly
surveys of pedestrians and cyclists travelling around site will also deliver feedback on the
public perception of the paths and identify areas for improvement.
4.10.2

Memorial Park
During the construction of the Memorial Park, footpaths will be provided along the eastwest routes to the north and south of the Underpass, broadly along the same alignment
provided during the Underpass construction.
Construction activities may require
temporary changes to the footpath routes and their width however the pedestrian
connections will remain open and with a desirable minimum width of 2m. The pedestrian
routes will be signed and active traffic management provided where footpaths interface
with construction vehicle accesses.
The SH1 Diversion Road approach at Taranaki Street will be realigned to the north to
facilitate completion of the Underpass. This will change the position of the pedestrian
footpath and some signalised crossings, however all routes and crossings will be
maintained.
Whilst the Underpass is being constructed the north-south pedestrian route between Tory
Street and Tasman Street is being diverted via Sussex Street. It is anticipated that a
pedestrian connection between Tory Street and Tasman Street will be fully restored when
Tory Street reopens, anticipated mid-January 2015. The opportunity to provide the northsouth pedestrian connection sooner than this will be investigated and may be feasible with
traffic management depending upon the extent of planned construction activities.
Relocation of the signalised pedestrian and cyclist crossing on Sussex St is proposed to
maintain pedestrian and cyclist access for those travelling between Cambridge Terrace and
Massey University, the National War Memorial and Tasman Street upon completion of the
Underpass, and during construction of Memorial Park. This will also form an alternative
route to those provided through the completed Memorial Park, and will facilitate safe
crossing of the two lane SH1 carriageway which enters the Underpass.

4.11

Parking
Parking for approximately 130 construction staff vehicles can be accommodated within
designated site compound areas on NZTA and privately owned land at each of the following
sites:


Francis Holmes Building, 208 Taranaki Street - approximately 25 spaces;



Martin Square - three off-street spaces within construction site office grounds;



The corner of Hania Street and Ellice Street



Vacant land, 20-23 Victoria Street



Vacant land, Karo Drive
land on Victoria Street;

approximately 20 spaces;

approximately 25 spaces;

approximately 25 spaces accessed via the above vacant
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Te Papa Archives carpark, 169-179 Tory Street



The corner of Buckle Street and Cambridge Terrace - approximately 30 spaces within
and adjacent to the Armstrong Mitsubishi yard.

approximately six spaces; and

With up to 200 staff involved in the Project at peak, staff will be encouraged to avoid single
occupant commuting.
Encouragement of alternative travel modes aims to ensure
construction of the Project will not have any effects on on-street parking in the vicinity of
the works. There are no proposed temporary restrictions to on-street parking, except for
-street parking is to be
removed on Tory Street during construction. Any proposed temporary parking restrictions
on detour routes outside the designation of the legislation for the project would be
required to go through a Council resolution or TMP process prior to implementation.

4.12

Site Security
The site will be secured with a wire mesh boundary fence. Access points will be controlled
by gatemen when in use. Outside of working hours, the site will be patrolled by security
guards, who will monitor and report any traffic safety issues.

4.13

Communications
A communications relationship has been established between the Alliance and the WCC and
NZTA communications teams. This will ensure that any public enquiries relating to this
project received by the WCC and NZTA call centres are promptly directed to the Alliance
project liaison representative. The project liaison representative will also be contactable at
all times on 0800 020 086. Any comments, complaints or compliments will be quickly
communicated to the relevant project staff. This line is operational 24 hours per day/seven
days per week during the construction phase of the project.
Regular communications with the community and any directly affected property owners
over planned construction activities and associated traffic effects will comprise a key
management technique throughout the Project. As the works proceed regular contact will
be maintained with the residents and stakeholders by the project liaison person to ensure
they are aware of the nature and duration of the works occurring.
Establishment of a Construction Traffic Coordination Group provides an opportunity to
advise road user groups of planned works and to listen to concerns and issues that may
arise from construction.
This group comprises the following parties:


The AA;



Road Transport Forum;



Emergency Services (Fire, NZ Police, Wellington Fee Ambulance);



Taxi companies;



NZTA and their Traffic Management Coordinators MWH New Zealand Ltd;



Bus companies;



Wellington City Council;



Greater Wellington Regional Council; and



Project team members.
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Bi-monthly meetings will maintain awareness of construction activities. Discussions will
also occur with Cycle Advocates Network (Cycle Aware Wellington), Living Streets, and
Disability Action.
In addition, communications activities proposed include:


Publication of a newsletter, or similar;



Newspaper advertising;



Focussed notification with parties such as the Foundation of the Blind and Disability
Action to inform members of intended changes to access routes;



Notification to emergency services of traffic management that may affect access or
travel through or around site;



Notification and consultation with individual property owners and occupiers within
200m of construction activities; and



The NZTA project website.

The newsletters will outline progress to date with the construction works, a forecast for
construction activities over the coming month, and notification of any potential
construction traffic impacts upon the surrounding roading network.
Prior to the commencement of construction activities, signage will be erected on the
surrounding road network to advise motorists, pedestrians and cyclists of the works being
undertaken and direct them to alternative routes for travel in the vicinity of the
construction site. This is detailed in sections 4.3 and 4.6 above.
Information boards along the construction site perimeter fence will also inform commuters
about the project works as well as a broad range of relevant information.

4.14

Clean Roads
Procedures to prevent the deposition of slurry, clay or other materials on roads by vehicles
leaving the site will include:


Use of asphalt millings to surface the internal site haul road;



Provision of wheel cleaning facilities including hoses, brooms and shovels;



Twice daily monitoring, and education of all construction staff/drivers to monitor for
any material which may be accidently spilt onto public roads from construction
traffic; and



Maintaining a contingency of sweeper equipment on call at all times to clean up
material which may be accidently spilt onto public roads.

Adherence to this plan will be included within site induction and weekly toolbox meetings
as required to ensure all site staff are aware and practice the required clean roads
protocols.

4.15

Dust
A Construction Air Quality (Dust) Management Plan will be prepared separately to this
CTMP document. The key aspect, with respect to construction traffic, is the surfacing of
the internal haul road and dust supression.
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Noise and Vibration
A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan will also be prepared separately to
this CTMP document, and includes specific details relating to methods for the control of
noise and vibration associated with the construction traffic, such as:

4.17



The use of non-tonal reversing alarms on construction vehicles; and



Selection of vibration equipment at the lower end of the vibration ranges specified

Pre-Condition Assessment
A pre-construction road condition survey has been carried out on specified local roads in
the vicinity of the project. The report is attached in Appendix G.
The Alliance is responsible for undertaking monthly inspections to identify and repair any
potholes and other damage on these roads, resulting from the construction of the Project
as soon as practically possible.
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5

MONITORING AND REPORTING
Monitoring of construction traffic and traffic management measures will occur to ensure
compliance with the traffic management requirements outlined within this CTMP.
During the construction of the Underpass and Memorial Park, there is a requirement to
minimise the impacts on travel times for members of the public. In order to ensure that
the impacts on travel times are indeed minimised, there is a need to measure, monitor and
report them. Specifically, the following monitoring will be undertaken for the Underpass
and Memorial Park construction activities:
Monitoring
Item

Monitoring Method

Construction
Traffic
Movements

Gatemen to monitor active
site accesses and control
construction vehicle exits to
public roads.

At all times

A record of any issues identified
and remedial actions undertaken
will be maintained within the site
log and incident reports.

Construction
Traffic
Speeds

On public roads drivers are
to comply with the posted
speed limit. Monitoring by
existing GPS fleet systems
where installed.

At all times
by
construction
staff & public

See Section 6 Complaints
Procedures for public road
traffic speeds. Identified on-site
issues are to be communicated
to staff through tool box
meetings and remedial actions
undertaken will be maintained
within the site log. Warning
systems and non conformance
notices may be implemented.

Inspections/observations/
consultation

At all times
by
construction
staff, public,
Council
liaison

See Section 6
Complaints
Procedures. A record of any
issues identified and remedial
actions undertaken will be
maintained within the site log
and incident reports. Warning
systems and non conformance
notices may be implemented.

Road Inspections

Monthly
inspection of
public road
surfaces by
Project
Engineer

Any damage to public roads as a
result of the construction works
will be recorded and reported
directly to relevant Council staff.
Required remedial/maintenance
plans will be developed and
implemented by the Alliance in
consultation with Council staff.
Random monthly public surveys
will record on site issues.
A record of issues and remedial
actions undertaken will be
maintained within the site log.

Road inspections

At all times
by gatemen.

Requests for road sweeping will
be sent to the Civil Construction
Manager for immediate action.

Random audits by Project
Engineer, Traffic Controller
delay observation, GPS

At all times
particularly
during

Proposed continuous GPS
monitoring systems will provide
live journey times along key

Traffic
Incidents
/Complaints

Public Road
Conditions

Clean Roads

Traffic Delays

Monitoring
Frequency

Reporting Requirements
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Monitoring
Item

Monitoring Method
travel time monitoring

Temporary
Traffic
Management

Audits of temporary traffic
management equipment
and public perception
surveys

Monitoring
Frequency
temporary
road and lane
closures.
GPS
monitoring
will be
continuous
throughout
construction.
Daily by
temporary
traffic
management
Engineer.
Random by
RCA and
independent
auditor.

Reporting Requirements
routes, generating reports and
alerts when a particular journey
time exceeds threshold i.e.
maximum 2 minute average
delay time. A record of
breaches of the maximum delay
time will be maintained. Monthly
performance reports are
generated.
A record of any issues identified
and remedial actions
undertaken will be maintained
within the site log and in
incident reports. Audit records
will be forwarded to the Traffic
Leader by the RCA and
independent auditor for
communication back to Traffic
Management Staff.

With the redistribution of traffic within the road network, monitoring of traffic delays is
therefore particularly important. The Alliance has adopted a requirement that traffic delays
of no more than two minutes are encountered as a result of construction activities. This
two minute threshold can be extended to the maximum of five minutes permitted by
COPTTM for special circumstances with RCA (NZTA or WCC as appropriate) approval
through the TTMP process.
Provision of the proposed GPS-based solution to monitor travel times throughout the
construction period will enable travel time increases or decreases to be identified across
individual segments of the road network. Although this solution will be tailored for specific
implementation on this project, it is comparable to the journey time website provided by
AA, which utilises similar technology.
GPS capable tracking devices installed. Generated reports can demonstrate:


Normal flow prior to construction activities;



Assessment of impacts on travel time as work phases change; and



Normal flows after project completion

In the event that travel times approach or exceed a threshold (two minutes) in a particular
segment of the route, alerts are received and effort required to improve the situation can
be focussed to a specific area.
Unpredicted changes in travel time due to incidents such as, for example; traffic accidents,
emergencies, natural disasters, and inclement weather may require alternative traffic
management techniques. Examples of techniques that may be implemented to manage
travel times across the network include:


Implementation of active traffic management or removal of existing TTM;



Signal phasing changes;



Alternative detours (with RCA approval);and
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Road closures

of the following:


The travel time as described above;



The incidence of any safety issues for all road users around the site; and



Audits of the temporary traffic management measures through the TMP process.
bi-monthly in

consultation with the Construction Traffic Coordination Group.
Records of all monitoring undertaken and any subsequent remedial actions will be
maintained within the site log and can be made available for review by Council staff upon
request.

6

COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES
Legitimate traffic complaints received will be taken seriously and matters raised shall be
investigated and responded to as quickly as possible. The first point of contact for
members of the public is the Project Liaison Representative on 0800 020 086 or the email
address info@memorialpark.co.nz.
Urgent matters can be raised directly with:


Ryan Dunn , Traffic Engineer, 027 478 6753; and



Tom Mabelson, Temporary Traffic Management Engineer

The standard procedure for complaints during construction requires maintenance of a
permanent record of any complaints received alleging adverse effects from, or related to,
the project works. The record shall include:


The name and address (as far as practicable) of the complainant; and



Identification of the nature of the complaint; and



Location, date and time of the complaint of the alleged event; and



Weather conditions at the time of the complaint (as far as practicable).

Details of the complaint will be immediately forwarded to the Stakeholder Manager and Site
Supervisor. The Stakeholder Manager will then proceed to:


Liaise directly with the complainant to confirm the issue and effects and discuss with
any relevant staff;



Liaise directly with the Project Engineer and Site Foreman to implement additional
control measures on site immediately to prevent any on-going effects;



Any additional traffic management measures required (e.g. additional signage, road
sweeping, reduce extent of lane closure etc.) to prevent any on-going effects from
the works will be maintained until the risk of further effects is removed;



The Stakeholder Manager will liaise with the complainant to confirm the outcome of
the investigations into the complaint, and any remedial measures undertaken to
respond to the complaint;
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The incident will be communicated to site staff through the tool box meetings and
within site management reporting to ensure awareness of the potential issues and
that similar incidents do not occur through the site.

A record of any remedial actions undertaken will be maintained within the complaints
record. This record shall be maintained on site and shall be made available to the Council
Manager, upon request.
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DESIGNATION CONDITIONS
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CONSULTATION RECORDS
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PRE-CONSTRUCTION ROAD CONDITION
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